
Nomination Club Professional / Club Professional Management 

 

To my fellow members firstly thank you for this honour in being nominated for these awards, as 

motivation I have the below information to share with you all. 

History: 

I have been in the industry for some twenty plus year now and in that time have had many 

successes, from my first shop at Pretoria Golf Club which I built up to one of the largest and most 

popular in Pretoria. Then moving on to become part of the professional team that designed, built 

and then managed Legend Golf and Safari Resort. During my time there as a resort we won 

numerous prestigious awards both for the golf course and for the standards we set in our 

management of the facilities. I then moved on after seven excellent years to Koro Creek Busheld Golf 

Estate where I currently find myself. 

Family 

I am truly blessed in that I am happily married and have three amazing children, two daughters, 

Vanessa and Annabelle, and a son Luke. Work does have its demands but recently have made the 

decision to priorities family time. 

Recent Achievements at Koro Creek Bushveld Golf Estate 

The Golf Course 

We are constantly working to improve our course and to gain respectability amongst our illustrious 

neighbours. With the excellent team we have we managed to turn our slide down the Golf Digest 

Rankings around and have now climbed from a low of 113 on the rankings to 96. We have managed 

to achieve this by making subtle changes to the golf course (all within the constraints of our budget) 

and constantly improving the condition of the golf course. We are now proud to stand shoulder to 

shoulder with our neighbours in the region, we have become one of the golf courses of choice for 

provincial tournaments as well. 

Golf Operations 

We proud ourselves on being #limpoposbestgolfexperience and we achieve this with a very small 

operations team, we have only three people who run our outside operations. We were awarded a 

five-star rating just before the ratings stopped and try to maintain those standards. Our rounds have 

grown over the past few years and this is testament to the experience we offer our guests. 

Events 

We have hosted many successful events at our facility in the past few years which has helped grow 

our brand and improve the status of our golf course. We have also explored events not part of the 

traditional offerings of a golf course, for example we will soon become part of the Parkrun circuit. 

This creates new revenue streams. We have hosted the Sun Shine Tour, PGA National Champs, have 

been the home of the Limpopo Open for four years, Limpopo Seniors, The SANDF Championships 

twice and many other golfing events. All of this we do seamlessly with a very small team and limited 

equipment. 

 



Food and Beverage 

We have initiated and implemented an excellent program to improve our Restaurant and kitchen, 

this included new menus, better controls and improvements in service. The results have been 

excellent and despite challenges we have achieved most of our objectives. Our GP are consistent 

and in line, our turnover has grown, and our customer service levels have improved. Our restaurant 

is also growing in stature in the region. 

HR 

We have successfully implemented a carrier path development plan which has many success stories. 

One of our proudest being the rise of a cleaner to Assistant F & B Manager, she has embraced the 

company’s policy of assisting staff to further their education as well as promoting from within. 

During the past two years we have had zero cases referred to the CCMA and handle all processes in 

house, HOD training on HR matters has been a priority and has been very successful.  

Estate 

Our estate is flourishing, and we are one of the few in the province that continues to grow, we 

currently have houses under construction and many plans waiting for approval. Our security is good, 

and we have had zero incidences for the past two years.  

Financials 

With the team we have managed to stay on target with our budget and finished the year with a 

surplus. This in what I believe to be very tough times for our economy and more especially for our 

industry. We run a tight ship with many systems and controls to manage spending, we are also 

constantly looking for ways to grow our revenue. Golf destinations and Golf courses need to explore 

other revenue streams outside of the traditional golf experience. We do this constantly and 

encourage all team members to think outside the box. 

Closing 

Once again thank you for the opportunity to be nominated, I am a very proud PGA Member and 

continue to do my best to enhance the reputation of our organization. 

Yours truly, 

David Riddle 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 


